Thinking ahead
IN THE RUN-UP TO FUNDFORUM INTERNATIONAL IN OCTOBER, WE ASK INDUSTRY
ACTORS ABOUT CONFERENCE-RELATED TOPICS, INCLUDING DIGITISATION AND
THE EXTENSION OF PRIVATE EQUITY INVESTING TO RETAIL CLIENTS.
Has digital changed fund
distribution forever?

Klaus Schuster
CEO, Emea, PineBridge Investments
The asset management industry has
made big strides using digital technology
to help clients identify appropriate
investment solutions and increase
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access to real-time information. This
trend is only going to increase and will
offer opportunities for forward-thinking
firms to differentiate themselves in
the market.
That said, digital is not a panacea for
our industry. Investors are facing an
increasingly challenging investment
landscape and often have complex
requirements and investment objectives.
While digital solutions are important,
particularly in relation to manager
screening, there are downsides. Digital
fund distribution can silo investors into
‘off-the-peg’ products that may not fully
reflect an investor’s requirements.
Digital can support distribution but
cannot replace client service. Clients
expect active managers to not just
provide outperformance, but to tailor
solutions to their unique investment
challenges. This relationship should

“WHILE DIGITAL
SOLUTIONS ARE
IMPORTANT, THERE
ARE DOWNSIDES.
DIGITAL FUND
DISTRIBUTION CAN
SILO INVESTORS
INTO ‘OFF-THE-PEG’
PRODUCTS THAT MAY
NOT FULLY REFLECT
AN INVESTOR’S
REQUIREMENTS.”
feel like a partnership, with the fund
manager providing expertise, advice
and intelligence. I am embracing digital,
but without losing the importance of
human relationships.
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started its journey towards a much more
digitalised one. A lot of the changes
have already proved to be much more
time-effective and structured, albeit
less personal.

heavily in this space, with many also
reviewing the outsourcing of certain
processes to create efficiencies
and accelerate the digitisation of
their distribution.

Gert Rautenberg
CCO, Acolin

Bernard Tancré
Head of investment fund services
product, Clearstream

Karsten-Dirk Steffens
Head of distribution, Switzerland,
Abrdn
To a certain extent, yes. However,
when it comes to investor decisionmaking, whether it’s a private wealth
or institutional investor, the priority will
always be for them to gain comfort in
their investment decision and its overall
capabilities. In achieving this sense of
comfort, there are currently still gaps
to fill from a distribution perspective.
Here lays the challenge, but also a huge
opportunity for the industry worldwide
to create a yet-to-be-defined new red

“THE ASSET
MANAGEMENT
INDUSTRY WAS,
IS AND WILL BE
DRIVEN BY CHANGE.”
tape which covers and meets investors’
expectations and requirements for
advice and comfort during their
investment due diligence processes.
This material change has not been
an optional decision for the industry
but an unforeseeable pandemic-driven
necessity. For what it is worth, one
has to acknowledge that the asset
management industry was, is and will
be driven by change and has only just

The short answer is yes, digitisation
has fundamentally changed fund
distribution and this trend will continue.
While fund managers are challenged
to implement the technological changes
to respond to digitisation, most have
recognised this trend as an opportunity
to improve the agility and effectiveness
of their distribution operating model
across multiple channels.
The enablement of investors to
utilise digital tools to research and
invest in funds allows fund managers
to establish a more direct relationship
with customers and reverse the
previous trend of disintermediation
in fund distribution. Additionally, it
represents an opportunity to further
streamline distribution operations
through the implementations of an
almost completely automated process
chain, and, last but certainly not least,
perhaps the most important effect will
be the availability of more and better
distribution data, which then also allows
for a more effective distribution strategy
and product development process.
It therefore comes as no surprise
that fund managers continue to invest

Digital transformation is a priority to
increase the value delivered to clients
and attract new customers. Fund
distribution is no exception.
APIs are increasingly used to
facilitate and speed up exchanges
between parties.
Distributed ledger technology,
such as blockchain, is shortening the
transaction cycle, reducing the number
of intermediaries, having the product
directly available to the end investors.
APIs and blockchain are permitting
unrivalled transparency of information in
a timely manner, allowing the provision
of the right information to the customer
so that he or she can make the right
investment decision or allowing asset
managers to better understand their
clients’ behaviour.
At Clearstream, we have embarked
on the digital fund distribution journey.
We aim at building a digital fund
infrastructure and the appropriate
ecosystem for streamlining the
interactions between fund managers
and investors. This ecosystem
encompasses a broad range of services
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with distribution support, execution,
settlement, asset servicing, issuance
and data, and the integration of partners
such as FundsDLT, which aims to
connect investors and asset managers
by digitising fund distribution operations.

Stephen Mitchell
Head of propositions, FE fundinfo

will look very different.
Two key areas in fund distribution
have emerged in recent years where
digital has come to the fore: automation
and data transparency, which will
further revolutionise fund distribution.
Enhanced automation techniques are
geared towards bringing better big datadriven advice to customers of the fund
supermarkets or fund wrapper services,
while data transparency tries to bring
efficiencies to the processing of funds,
similar to the way regulation does in
traditional capital markets.
How can asset management
businesses respond to technology
innovations in platforms, open
finance and AI that are transforming
retail and workplace investment?

Digital distribution occurs when data –
as a building block – is combined with
technology (the means by which this
data is accessed and shared) so naturally
with advances in technology, there is
greater propensity for fund groups,
managers and distributors to connect
with one another and the wider industry
to draw competitive advantages.

“AUTOMATION AND
DATA TRANSPARENCY
WILL FURTHER
REVOLUTIONISE FUND
DISTRIBUTION.”
Up until the Covid-19 pandemic,
digital transformation had mostly
been evolutionary – slow and largely
steady – but it’s clear the shift to remote
working has necessitated the pace of
change. Most stakeholders are keenly
aware they need to keep on top of
these digital opportunities, or risk falling
behind. The post-pandemic world
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Guillaume Lesage
COO, Amundi
Asset managers and investors are facing
major challenges in transforming their
business models. These challenges
include the increasing pressure on
margins, increasing regulation and
growing demand for innovative
technology and digital solutions across
the investment lifecycle. This is why
technology is the latest battleground in
our industry today.
It is becoming increasingly imperative
that asset managers master these new
technologies and invest in innovation

“IT IS CRUCIAL THAT
ASSET MANAGERS
AND PLAYERS IN THE
SAVINGS INDUSTRY
REVIEW THEIR
TECHNOLOGICAL
INFRASTRUCTURE
TO REMAIN AT THE
FOREFRONT OF THIS
NEW FRONTIER.”
and human capital in order to capture
the extraordinary opportunities that
technology can bring for new products
or services or to improve operational
efficiencies on behalf of clients and
partners. Technological innovation can
empower managers with a full range of
capabilities from decision-making tools,
to order management and processing,
to client and regulatory reporting across
investment strategies.
Take the example of artificial
intelligence and how it can enhance
portfolio construction processes. Asset
managers can identify and develop
innovative solutions using AI and natural
language processing for specialised ESG
needs, for instance, to better understand
the integration of ESG risk factors, input
and data, and to use that programming
so that asset managers can build and
model investment portfolios and roboadvisory services so they can adapt
to clients’ increasingly sophisticated
ESG requirements, whether that is for
retirement solutions, or to manage
discretionary portfolios.
It is therefore crucial that asset
managers and players in the savings
industry respond to client needs and
review their technological infrastructure
in order to remain at the forefront of this
new frontier, or to partner with asset
managers that have the capacity to
deliver that technology.
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Yvan Mirochnikoff
Head of digital solutions, Societe
Generale Securities Services
During the Covid pandemic, the
finance and asset management
industries have dramatically accelerated
their digital transformation to provide
new customer experiences based on
remote contact and dematerialisation
of most processes.
Fundamentally, this acceleration
confirms that technology remains at
the forefront of investments in order to
meet our new challenges, in addition
to regulatory projects which usually
represent the larger part of IT projects.
Examples include the implementation
of big data environments to generate
added-value reporting (ESG, for

transformation of IT architectures.
And there is the development of
a hybrid workplace environment,
based on a ‘phygital’ model to
improve the combination of remote
access and physical interactions
with customers and employees. The
massive deployment of electronic
signatures illustrates the ongoing
transformation of our processes.
Next steps will be the automation
of KYC [know-your-customer]
processes using artificial intelligence
to automate character recognition and
document management.
At SGSS, we experimented all these
technologies, which are now part of our
standard digital offer, thereby enhancing
customer experience.
Do you think that the large-scale
‘retailisation’ of private equity will
ever happen, and how?

“NEXT STEPS WILL
BE THE AUTOMATION
OF KYC PROCESSES
USING ARTIFICIAL
INTELLIGENCE.”

Dirk Holz
Director and head of private capital
services, RBC Investor & Treasury
Services

instance), and to allow the development
of machine learning proof-of-concept.
There is also the interoperability
of systems between partners and
platforms, providing a seamless
experience to the final customers. The
openness of APIs between applications
is the best example of ongoing

To answer is simply, yes. The private
equity funds management industry
has historically focused on investing
institutional capital; however, the largest
global private equity general partners
(GPs) are now turning their attention
to the relatively under-exploited
retail investor market, which has had
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“PRIVATE EQUITY
GENERAL PARTNERS
ARE NOW TURNING
THEIR ATTENTION TO
RETAIL INVESTORS.”
no or limited access.
This large pool of untapped capital
could be transformative for the industry,
but will require GPs to manage a new set
of risks and think about their business in
a different way. Over the past five to ten
years, we have witnessed a significant
consolidation of investment power
going to a few leading GPs. Around 60%
of the global money which is raised for
private equity goes into the top-ten
GPs, which suggests there are untapped
areas such as retail investments.
However, the exposure and the returns
for retail funds are not the same as
those offered to institutional investors
in closed-ended structures. In addition,
very few retail investors can access
private funds; for example, only 2%
of the US population (Source: Forbes).
Therefore GPs, especially those with a
large platform, are looking to roll this out
into the retail market.

Tim Toska
Head of private equity, Alter Domus
Considering where we stand today,
it appears that this question is not a
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matter of if the large-scale retailisation
of private equity will occur, but when it
will occur. There are many similarities
between this topic and the creation of
REITs [real estate investment trusts],
which were created to provide retail
investors access to income-producing
commercial real estate. Private equity
managers, large and small, across
all regions of the world, have been
investigating structures and regulations
to allow for retail investors.

“THERE WILL BE
CHALLENGES ALONG
THE WAY, BUT
ULTIMATELY IT IS
SAFE TO ASSUME
THAT WE ARE WELL
ON OUR WAY TO THE
RETAILISATION OF
PRIVATE EQUITY.”
In the United States, a growing amount
of private equity managers are gaining
access to retail investors using 40 Act
Funds. They provide access without
the limitations private equity has been
synonymous with. The are no lock-ups
(or significantly fewer than ten years
ago), more frequent liquidity, minimum
investments are significantly lower,
1099s provide simplified tax reporting
versus the more burdensome K-1s, and
instant diversification. Other structures
used around the world have included
feeder funds, European Long-Term
Investment Funds (better known as
Eltifs) and interval funds.
There will be challenges along the
way, especially as it relates to costs, full
transparency, technology and educating
the retail investor on the risks and
benefits, but ultimately, it is safe to
assume that we are well on our way to
the retailisation of private equity.
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Clive Bellows
Head of global fund services, Emea,
Northern Trust
Accessing a broader community of retail
investors will require a fundamental
shift in the way funds are designed, in
order to support the liquidity needs of
the investor versus the generally illiquid
nature of alternative assets such as
private equity.
The ability to raise alternative asset
funds at a retail level is also inefficient
compared to traditional asset classes,
so there may be a need to provide
a collective vehicle or some form of

pooling arrangement to facilitate the
flow of money and reduce investor
interaction with the primary vehicle.
Technology will also play a role. For
example, the evolution of blockchain,
distributed ledger technology and
tokenisation is helping today to improve
the private equity landscape.
The private equity blockchain product
that Northern Trust developed in 2017
and transferred to Broadridge Financial
Solutions in 2019 is being used actively
by Northern Trust in Guernsey and our
clients to streamline the processes
between the manager, the vehicle and
the end investor.
The new private equity ecosystem
that we are building out allows for the
full end-to-end lifecycle management
of a fund, including fully digital legal
agreements and automated cash
movements to enable a more efficient
experience and full transparency
through the whole process for all
relevant private equity actors.
This will improve secondary markets
and investor confidence in the asset
class. fe

